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Interview Skills

Dr David Allan
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A two-way interaction to help answer
questions such as…
Do you fit into the setting/department?
 Are you capable?
 Is the setting right for you?
 Does the workload/role tie in with your
expectations/aspirations?
 Would you feel that you belong here?
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Face-to-face
 Online (Skype, Zoom etc)
 Telephone
 Video


‘53% of recruiters now use video interviewing
up from 30% in 2015’ (Institute of Student
Employers, 2018)
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Nervousness
 Anxiety
 Apprehension
 Unpreparedness
 Fear
 Excitement
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Activity: Please note some ideas in the chat
area or raise your hand to have a verbal
input.
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Be on time
 Dress to impress (does it suggest
professionalism and suitability?)
 Ask questions
 Know your institution
 Appear confident
 Present yourself as trustworthy, hardworking and reliable
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Application
 Suitability against the criteria
 Presentation
 Attitude
 Perceived commitment/eagerness
 Potential
 Behaviour
 Preparedness
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Government-related reports (Ofsted for
education in UK)
 Mission statement
 Ethos
 Types of students
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Travel, including time
 Arrival time
 Parking
 Map of campus/grounds
 Particular building (usually reception)
 Key person – contact details (updates on
arrival)
 Preparation for the interview itself
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Use the post specification and job
description to help you to anticipate what
the questions will be.
 Back up your answers with examples and
focus on the results that your actions
achieved.
 If there is a tour of the institution? Try and
engage with the students leading it and
show interest.
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Make sure you are up to date about the
latest developments in higher education
policy.
First impressions are crucial! Dress smartly but
comfortably. Smile, shake hands (perhaps not
during the current pandemic) and look
enthusiastic.
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The 5 Ps of interview success: Proper
Preparation Prevents Poor Performance!
 Research is key.
 What do you understand about the role,
sector and most importantly the
employer?
 Know what you are walking into.
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Where is the placement/job?
What courses do they deliver?
What could you teach?
Additional subjects?
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Familiarise yourself with your subject
Strengths and skills – conversation point
Training opportunities?
Up-to-date CV
Research the institution



Extra-curricular stuff (sports, shows etc)
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› Information about the role.
› Refer to the job description, person

specification and your application.
› Match your skills and experience with the
role.
› Exemplify your points.
› Ask questions.
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Example questions to ask the interviewer:
 What opportunities are there for fulfilling
my career aspirations?
 What professional training/qualifications
can you offer?
 Are there opportunities to work in different
departments or to teach different
subjects?
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How did I come across?
Did I appear committed?
Would I employ me?
If I was an interviewer, what would I be
looking for?
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Don’t forget, an interview is a two-way
process
Have questions ready – is this place right for
you and are you right for it?
You need to see if you can be happy
working there
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Show commitment – don’t ask what time
you finish but perhaps you could ask what a
typical day involves and how much
teaching you can fit in
Mention opportunities for extra-curricular
working
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A job interview might require a presentation
› Use your experience of HE and other interviews
› Micro Teach or How You Would Teach?



Look at job adverts
› Could I do that job?
› What do I need to work on to feel comfortable applying?
› Think ahead then work backwards
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Teaching other subjects?
Associate tutor
Mentoring
One-to-one support
Private tuition



Online tutoring



What’s happening in the sector?
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› Funding reductions?
› Future growth
› Prevent (UK)/safeguarding
› Technical qualifications
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Agencies
Supply work
Invigilating
Examining
Private tuition
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Think ahead then work backwards
Scenario
 Tanya left school recently and she is just
started her A-levels. However, she knows
what she wants to do and has her career
path already laid out. Tanya recently came
to an EHU open day to discuss her options
and to explore the surroundings.
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https://www.edgehill.ac.uk/careers/



https://www.inc.com/suzanne-lucas/10interview-skills-you-need-to-get-hired-andhow-to-improve-at-them.html



https://www.monster.com/careeradvice/article/boost-your-interview-iq



https://www.how2become.com/resources/i
nterview-skills/
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Find five key facts about your institution (or
one that you would like to work in) and
make a note of these for your interview.
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